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ABSTRACT

The study of the proponents within our sales analysis, inventory control and distribution system will serve as an example of Management Information System (MIS).

Kcajh's Trends of Fashion Inventory System solves problems regarding its inventory and sales problems. It eases the worker's in computing the actual inventory and provides easy access to reports. All the items ordered by the customers will be recorded directly into the computer. Through this company does not have to collect its records manually for the whole week, because records will be properly kept and easily accessed by the user of the software and the owner. This will save time and effort in updating and encoding its record every week. It will also be very easy for the company to know the availability of items and which item should be added to their stocks.

Kcajh's Trends of Fashion Inventory System is a timely, accurate, reliable and consistent inventory system which will help in performing the different transactions done everyday like, delivery, receiving, ordering and transferring of goods.